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A shotgun metagenomic method to characterise low abundant species 
and assign precisely taxonomy in complex microbial ecosystems 

Anne-Laure ABRAHAM, Mathieu ALMEIDA, Nicolas PONS, Charlie PAUVERT, Sophie SCHBATH and 
Pierre RENAULT

A first  step for a  better  understanding of complex microbial  ecosystems,  such as cheese or 
human gut microbiota, is the characterisation and quantification of their species composition. Once 
DNA is  extracted  from  samples,  two  main  techniques  are  usually  used:  the  sequencing  of 
evolutionary conserved genes, such as those coding for the 16S or 18S RNA or ITS, or whole  
genome shotgun sequencing. The first approach is widely used and provides a rapid view of the 
ecosystem, but  often fails  to  provide taxonomy information more precise than  the  genus level. 
Shotgun metagenomic sequencing approaches may circumvent such issues. They are often based on 
the use of gene marker sets to discriminate species rapidly and without ambiguity, although the use 
of a small part of the genomes decreases sensitivity of this approach.

We present a new tool that gives encouraging results in the characterisation of low abundance 
species and may allow distinguishing strains under the subspecies taxonomic assignations. This 
approach is  based on a  mapping of  metagenomic reads on the  whole genomes of  a  dataset of 
reference  genomes.  We  then  identify  species  present  in  the  sample  based  on  the  number  and 
distribution  of  reads  along  each  reference  genome.  Preliminary  analyses  indicate  that  we  can 
determine the taxonomy up to the strain level, and identify low abundant species.

Our method is complementary to methods based on a set of marker genes. It is computationally 
more expensive, but can provide a more precise view of the ecosystem. Indeed, methods based on a  
set of marker genes usually fail to go up to the strain level in the taxonomy identification, and can  
miss low abundant species if the marker genes are not sequenced at a sufficient depth. We tested our 
tool on several datasets, including simulated reads and artificial metagenomic dataset in order to test 
the power and limits of this method. We will present examples on cheese ecosystems.
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